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About This Game

Area-X is a blend between Visual Novel and Adventure Game. Follow the story of Elcia as she time travels and solve mysteries
of her surroundings. The game spans six chapters, of which you can explore multiple dimensions, complete missions and make
choices to determine Elcia's fate. There are a total of 5 pursuable romances, 90+ original illustrations, and 9 endings to unlock.

STORY SUMMARY

In the far future, people live 1000 meters deep underground. Technology is abundant, but life is a constant struggle. An
organization sought to end this by sending people back in time to recover lost natural resources. Elcia is one of such people. As a

Time Negotiator, it's her job to travel across various dimensions and negotiate with people of the past.

However, in a strange twist of fate, Elcia accidentally stumbled upon an unknown dimension known as "Area-X" during her
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very first mission. Following its discovery, more bizarre incidents and conspiracies awaited her one after another - all of this
eventually led to discovering the uncanny nature of the world and how it all ties to Elcia’s very own mysterious past...

FEATURES

Mystery, Romance & Science Fiction

5 Pursuable Romances

90+ Original Illustrations & 9 Endings

Rated Teen 13+

LINKS

Game Homepage

Download Demo

Online Demo

Area-X is presented to you by Zeiva Inc
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Title: Area-X
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Zeiva Inc
Publisher:
Zeiva Inc
Franchise:
Otome-X
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2013
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I originally posted a review somewhere else, but I decided to share my thoughts here too because why not.

Area-X is of the Sci-Fi and Mystery genre with mild romance. More than anything, it focuses around the plot and the main
character. There are plenty of comical moments as well though that doesn't mean the game isn't capable of crushing your heart
to pieces. Just because it's a good ending doesn't mean it's going to be a happy one.

The game is also connected to X-Note and while it's not necessary to play it, I suggest getting to know a little more about the
characters there.

The female protagonist is one of the least uninteresting main character I've ever seen in otome games. She's sassy, cynical, and
bit of a sadist who enjoys teasing the hell out of one of her potential love interests. She's a breath of fresh air in otome games
filled with dull, "not particularly skilled but still hardworking" MCs. That's not to say it's bad if you actually like them- they're
just something I frequently see.

When it came to the love interests, it was a surprise for me to find that I don't dislike any of them. Admittedly, I feel that most
of the reasons why I like them in the first place is because of their interactions with Elcia. The dynamics between her and her
love interest is so good that I can definitely understand why the guys fell in love (or at least implied it) with her.

In terms of UI, I've gotten used to Ren'Py-based visual novels that I found this one that's akin to a flash game is quite
inconvenient. Game codes are given out after finishing a route because it doesn't remember the routes you've finished. On the
bright side, the entered code does that for you so you can skip the parts you've already read.

The backgrounds are absolutely gorgeous. The art style suits the game just right. I may have a small gripe about people's fashion
sense in the Future dimension though.

But despite its drawbacks, I highly recommend playing this game. Sure it didn't have enough romance, but in my opinion the
game makes up for it with its story.
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